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	What can you measure and what are your limits when orbiting in space? Learn

	about what physical quantities you can measure and how to design and parameterize

	your sensor loadout. Learn to go beyond just flying a camera and

	optimize your mission goals. Explore what you can play with using your own

	personal satellite.





	Build a sensor, and you’ll own a slice of the universe. Were we to describe or

	define a state-of-the-art sensor for a picosatellite, you could probably find a

	weblink to a team already launching something way cooler. Instead of listing

	specific gear, then, we’ll work out how you can design your own sensor loadout.

	Knowing how to do this will future-proof your work and let you keep

	advancing the picosatellite field.





	That doesn’t mean we won’t take a peek at some of the way cool sensors

	available currently. We’ll also look at the protocols for wiring up sensors,

	covering I2C, TTL, Serial, and SPI; analog and digital; and a host of other

	concerns.





	We’ll examine the types of remote sensing possible and the bandwidth

	required. In this book, we’ll also look at mechanical structures and technology

	efforts that CubeSats can explore.
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An Inconvenient Death: How the Establishment Covered Up the David Kelly AffairHead of Zeus, 2018

	
		The death of Dr David Kelly in 2003 is one of the the strangest events in the 21st century. This scrupulous scientist, an expert on weapons of mass destruction, was caught up in the rush to war in Iraq and in the pressure of those around Tony Blair to provide evidence that Saddam Hussein was producing chemical weapons. Kelly seemed...
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Apache Maven 2 Effective ImplementationPackt Publishing, 2009

	Build and Manage Applications with Maven, Continuum, and Archiva

	
		Follow a sample application which will help you to get started quickly with Apache Maven
	
		Learn how to use Apache Archiva - an extensible repository manager - with Maven to take care of your build artifact repository
	
		Leverage the...
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The Evolution of Macroeconomic Theory and PolicySpringer, 2009
The Great Depression of the 1930s gave birth to a branch of economics that in 1933 Ragnar Frisch christened macroeconomics. Over the decades that followed up to the present, the interactions of economic events, economic policy, and macroeconomic theory have created a fascinating story integral to the life and politics of national economies...
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Shanghai Street StyleIntellect, 2013

	Although fashion fixtures and A-list celebrities pack the front rows at the biggest, most glamorous shows at fashion week, the most creative attire is often found not on the catwalks or inside the auditoriums but on the streets. Nowhere is this more evident than in the cosmopolitan city of Shanghai, where a vintage Vivienne Westwood frock...
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If Hemingway Wrote JavaScriptNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		What if William Shakespeare were asked to generate the Fibonacci series or Jane Austen had to write a factorial program? In If Hemingway Wrote JavaScript, author Angus Croll imagines short JavaScript programs as written by famous wordsmiths. The result is a peculiar and charming combination of prose, poetry, and...
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Dreamweaver MX: A Beginner's GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Essential Skills--Made Easy!
Develop and deploy Web sites with Macromedia's unique Dreamweaver MX development environment. Get a complete introduction to this popular software's tools, features, and potent functionality. Web experts Ray West and Tom Muck will lead you through all the essentials while focusing on real-world implementation. Begin...
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